
Manually entering data into digital systems is not only 
inefficient and error prone — it prevents you from 
accessing the accurate, timely data required to make 
critical decisions.

With the ClearDox® Spectrum intelligent document 
processing (IDP) solution, your business can work 
faster and smarter. You can access the data you need, 
right when you need it, to make the decisions that will 
put you ahead of the competition.

Transform any document into actionable data.
Spectrum quickly and securely turns any kind of 
document — digital or handwritten — into actionable 
data. Data is automatically classified, extracted and 
reconciled, then integrated into downstream systems.

The platform automates and simplifies document 
processing so your staff can focus less on data entry 
and more on strategic initiatives that
will help your business grow. Spectrum is:

 • Flexible: Host Spectrum in our cloud, which delivers exceptional 
performance with ISO/IEC 27001 certification. You can also host it 
on premises, or in your private cloud on Amazon Web Services or 
Microsoft Azure.

 • Secure: Both SAML SSO authentication and two-factor authentication 
are supported. The latest transport layer security technology encrypts 
all data transmissions between your network and our servers.       
Application-layer firewalls provide real-time protection against zero-day 
threats and DDoS attacks.

 • Configurable: While Spectrum is an out-of-the-box solution, it’s fully 
configurable to meet your unique needs, and includes extensive user 
access and authentication controls.

 • Fully managed: We manage upgrades, backups, maintenance and 
technical support so you don’t have to.

 • Make smarter, data-driven 
business decisions.

 • Free up resources for strategic 
initiatives that grow your business.

 • Eliminate manual errors and 
reduce operational risk.

 • Make critical business processes 
faster and more efficient.

 • Reduce costs associated with 
manual processes.

Key benefits

ClearDox Spectrum
Turn manual processes into a competitive advantage



Trusted and proven.
ClearDox Spectrum is easy to get up and running, and even easier to use. That’s why it’s processed hundreds 
of thousands of documents since 2018 for leading companies including Gulf Oil and Freepoint Commodities.

A partner you can depend on.
While ClearDox Spectrum is an out-of-the-box solution, our approach is anything but: We know one size 
does not fit all. That’s why we spend time getting to know your business, inside and out. We take your 
challenges on as our own, and collaborate with you to solve the problems holding you back.

Contact us today to schedule a demo or ask us about a free trial.

Step 1: Classify 

Spectrum automatically classifies your documents 
by type and identifies the original sender using 
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) 
and natural language processing (NLP). To ensure 
the highest level of accuracy, users can easily “train” 
the AI/ML classification process.

Step 2: Extract

Spectrum automatically extracts data from your 
documents using multiple optical character 
recognition (OCR) engines and a mix of AI, ML and 
NLP technologies.

Step 3: Enrich

The platform can enhance the extracted data 
with data from other systems so it becomes more 
useful and provides better insights.

Step 4: Reconcile

Your data is automatically validated against 
data from other systems. Spectrum flags 
duplicate documents and discrepancies, and 
provides a collaboration feature that allows staff 
to quickly resolve issues by communicating 
with team members and vendors right from the 
user interface. 

Step 5: Integrate 

The platform sends the fully cleansed and 
validated data to your downstream systems via 
FTP, messaging or email at the frequency of your 
choice. Data can also be accessed using our API.

How it works: Our 5-step process

Classify Extract Enrich Reconcile Integrate
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